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ABSTRACT

Schema measuroment is a new frontier for communication and

social cognition researchers. Recent research provides evidence

that the schema concept way have significant utility in tens of

explaining the processing of news ihd information in the mass

midis. But a variety of scholars have argued that adequate

measurement approaches must be linked to the scheme construct if

it is to move toward acceptance as a formal theory. This report

addresses this Point.

Researchers in the domain of cognitive social psychology and

political science have offered measurement approaches aimed at

assessing the degree to which people employ consensual schemata.

These approaches ere rooted in conventional measurement

techniques ouch is recall examinations, cluster analysis and

inferential testing. This piper will offer a critique of these

methods and provide a set of hypothetical examples illustrating

the manner in which communication and mass media researchers say

benefit from script measures.
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The purpose of this report is to review and explore the

various approaches to scheme meoeurament. The specific form of

schema measurement to be considered is that of event schemata or

'scripts.' loth terms are synonymous and refer limply to ection-

based schemati. Schenk and Abelson (1977) uee the term script to

refer to the memory structure o Orton uses in encoding his

general knowledge of a certain situation-action routine.

Approchet to 'script' measurement will serve es the focus since

news and information provided in the mass media io typically

presented in action baled sequences :Wier in nature to ecrIpto

as conceptualized by Schenk ond Abelson.

Social psychologists and political scientists have offered

several experimental designs limed at welling the presence,

type end complexity of scripts. Experimental approaches permit

manipulation of messages. Only a single study of interest to

media researchers hts utilized survey dita in the course of

ichemata measurement 1Lou, 1984). Graber (1914) used the schema

construct to explain the findings of her panel study on political

info:motion processing, but she made no attempt to quantify the

schemata used by the members of the panel.

Tha experimental design typically employed might best be

described as conforming to the posttest-only control group

design. Campbell and Stanley (1966) explain that true

experimental desigms employ methods of randomization to assure

that ell groups are equal prior to introduction of the stimulus.

Most of the work in schema measuresent has conformed to this

1

requirement, But recent experiments have emphasized individual

difference among groups studied leading to assignment to i

treatment group based upon a variable such al expertise. These

emerging measurement epproachee rely on quasi-experimental

approaches. Therefore, script measurement is possible in both

experimental and qusei-esperbmottliettinge,

Virtually all of the experimental research approaches

involve instructions to subjects designed to invoke a specific

'cholla. Stimulus materials (normally in the form of ei topical

text concerning the scheme hypothesized schema) art then

introduced to the subjects. The subjects are then tested to

evaluate presumed script guidance of message processing. Measures

commonly used include: 1. recall tests; 2. clustering of related

concepti and 3. inference based on prior knowledge.

This paper is concerned with schemata measurement al it

applies to communication end mass media researchers. The focus

will therefore center on script measurementI specific type of

echema meamement. Following a general overview of script

measurement cpproaches, the focus of this report will shift to an

assessment of political schema measurement. Proceleing of

political informetion hes been singled out since it accounts for

the greatest volume of news and information provided by the

media. In addition, some work in political script measurement

has already been conducted providing a foundation upon which to

build. Hypothetical examples will be provided during the course

uf this report to facilitate en understanding of the experimental

designs and methods to be introduced.

2
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cou Timm USE QE Z(DIXECT $CHEMATA MAASURES

tiled theoreticel analyses of the schema concept have

mided by authors in social psychology (Fiske & Taylor,

istie. 1981; Norman & Bobrow, 1975). political science

1973; Lau. 1944) end communications (R Chaffee &

12), Several plausible models detailing the schema

n process have been suggested by these authors. But

eoretical models must be supplemented with workable

designs and measurement approaches to be of utility.

rchers have alternately used terms such as prototypes

I Mischel. 1977) and social scripts (Schenk & Abelson.

describe active information processing and retrieval.

Appmann first wrote of stereotypes--a precursor to the

:ion--in 1922 in his classic work public Opinion. Schema

tggests that in the course of information processing.

.1 with expertise in a given topical domain typically

meral schemata rather than a single schema. Conversely.

th limited experience in a domain typically use fewer

(or a single s1hema) in evaluating information.

abstractness of the schema concept prompted early

to simply 'assume the presence of schemata in

n processing. This assumption etemmed from the

lity ef techniques capable of getting inside peoples'

valuate the presence or ophistication of a particular

3ut during the past decade, 1 indirect approaches

3

6

to schema measurement have been emplo)7ed that to sot

circumvent this problem. These techniques have helped

the foundation upon which the schema notion rests.

While less than perfect, these indirect measures pt

pathway *hereby the schema notion may move toward accept

formal theoretical construct. Most of the studies

demonstrating the presence of schema rely en me

approaches that test recall. evaluate inferential car

and assess the tendency of an individual to cluster

concepts.

Cognition researchers propose that high ra

irJormetion is related to well developed schemata a

information is assimilated easily into a developed

Clustering of concepts measures the manner in which peo

related concepts together. Inferential abilities are as

represent chema presence and sophistication since Pee

well developed schemata for particular domain tynicall

gutsier to draw on past experience to fill in missing int

Researchers typically use eeeee al measures concurrently

the validity of the scores obtained. A close watch i

kept on the experimental design to assure reliable resul

The communication field has a rich research trad

evaluating the effects of media messages on audiences

society. R h has focused on topics such as the i

television on children and potential for media inspire

behavior. Much of this work is based on theoret

methodological approaches advanced in social psycholouy.

4
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Id measurement offers the promise of putting this past

into context. It promises explanations as to why

mesages have an effect on certain people leadinc to

responses and behavior. Schema theory offers the

to xplain different impact of "essages on different

d the audience. Quantitative measurement offers the

of assessing the degree to which people consensually

Tipts in information processing. While less precise

luring column inches in a newspaper or counting stories

evening news, schema measurement promises useful

m on the extent to which the messages serve purpose.

a psycholrgists suggest that 1 concurrent

masures such as recall, inference and clustering offer

that people indmed cs11 upon similar or different

in the course of information processing. Schema

it concerns measuring the presence of genveic knowledge

1--not specific knowledge in a given topical domain.

.2 have typically invoked a schema--democracy for

Ind then assessed the manner in which people evaluated

on based upon the invoked construct.

lmental approaches have been the mainstay of schema

M techniques. But recent eeeee rchers have also begun

A survey approaches with some success. A measurement

md on survey data will be evaluated presently. The

Al approaches will be evaluated aubsequentlY.

/HS SURVEY APPRoACK

Lau (1984) utilised open-ended survey questions fr4

Center for Political Election Studies (CPS) at the Univers:

Michigan as gauge of schemata. Each of the survey qui

introduced one of the four categories (issues, groups, pari

candidate personality factors). The precise wording 1

question was as follows:

Now. I'd kik. to ask you what do you think

are the good and bad points about the parties. Is

tiarepe:=2: p:Irltil3rti711/arsr:Tt Nh:tlit:

about

Anything else? 7

Up to three responses were recorded. The questions p

the label for the schema--in this case Democratic

Respondents answered the questions based on upon the sum t

all of their knowledge concerning political parties. This

of inquiry is known as cued-free recall. Taylor and Fiske

suggest that this method is one of the least precise mime

schema content.

Lau (1984) acknowledged the limitations and deficienc

this technique suggesting that the responses inevitably

include a good deal of random noise, which will decree

power of the analyses to find significant effects." Commc

provides most people with something to say about a 'pc

party' or particular 'politician' when provided el

label--if for no other reason than to avoid creat !

impression that they are uninformed. Recent work by

(1984) supports this proposition.

Schema theory rests on the assumption that general ko
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res guide processing of specific information. In order to

Ls proposition, specific information must be provided to

opondent and then followed up with measures believed to

information processing capabilities. Accurate and

ite responses to survey questions may indeed demonstrate

pence of a well developed schema. However, researchers

ice again resort to simply assuming that it is the schema

it specific knowledge) that has been tapped. The next

of this report will endeavor to demonstrate that

ntal procedures, with their manipulative capabilities

re promise for the study of event schemata.

AIMENTHk APPROACH

bulk of literature on schema measurement comes from

psychology, a science steeped and deeply rooted in the

ntia tradition. Most schema research designs query

als on a specific set of information or a 'knowledge set'

as been provided by the experimenter. This enables the

r to evaluate recall based upon the specifics of the

ion provided. This approach guards against purely

ral or impromptu answers.

jects are typically presented with an unfamiliar

set and then asked to answer questions or draw

Is. Scheme theory suggests that individuals possessing a

fined schema in that domain will have

)f related information, infer more and

concepts more than individuals with

more success at

tend to cluster

an ill defined

It is this introduction of the knowledge set that makes

7

1 0

1

the experimental approach superior to the survey

Individuals are required to recall, cluster and infer

a specific knowledge set. Survey techniques draw %al

general knowledge. Thus, individuals with well defir:

in a given topical domain will process new information

that domain better than individuals with an ill defin4

Unlike the survey technique, it is possible to eve

greater precision the amount of a specific set of mess

was processed.

Uperimental approaches represent the most recent

in the area of schema measurement. A variety of eche

recently offered improvements on some of the earlier

precise measurement methods (Cantor A Mischel, 1979;

Feldman, 1981; Markus A Smith, 1981; Ootrom, Pryor

1981). The literature employing experimental approache

outstrips any other approach to schema

The logical starting point in this inquiry into

11111

approaches requires the specifcation of variables use

research. Most

perspective of

schema. These

variables.

The amount of recall, inferential abilities and

of concepts have traditionally served as the dependent

The oldest literature on measurement of consensual si

barely a decade old. A review of this emerging body o:

literature may be in order.

studies in the past have msnipulated

the individual or the label for a

manipulations have served as the i

8

1 1
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UMW= =IN QE MK:MUM APPROACHES
and Kinder (1981, pg. 173) report that research

4 -in echema terms has demonstrated a preference for

and refining general principles of information

r." Much of this work has focused on consensual or

mmats. Experiments on consensual chemata have tested

asis that people share schemata--that people in general

1p similar images for action based or event stimulus

Abelson and Schenk (1977) propose that part of our

is organized around hundreds of stereotypical

with routine activities. Examples would include

dentist or ordering a meal in a restaurant. This

a ii upported by a series of recent studies (Anderson

t, 1978: Bower, Black and Turner, 1979; Fiske, Taylor,

Laufer, 1979). But more recent work also suggests that

differences provide for substantially different levels

sing of information based on script development (Fiske,

arter, 1983: Graber. 1984; and Markus, 1977).

Black and Turner (1979) suggsttod that consnsual

rooted in form of 'cultural uniformity which tends

people/

which

ed that

to share perceptual terotypes concerning the

certain routine typical events unfold. They

subjects presented with hypothetical scenario

information or misremember facts from story based on

e xPected to tranmpire. The researchers operationalized

thesis by sking student subjects (Nw181) to gnerate

9

12

cript (dependent measure) based on their expectations

series of common events such as "ordering a meal in a re

(independent variable) should unfold. They then sse

consensual agreement on characters, props, action cont

the other elements of the stories generated.

But they went further than simply reporting that pe

to conceptualize social information in a similar fash

researchers tested recall on implied informatica by

second set of respondents (N18) to read a series of

stories. Each story was different but many were related

of general themes. For example, stories entitled "Th

"The Dentist" and "The Chiropractor" were all includ

subjects then wrote down all of the information they cou

about certain stories. The results were subjected to an

which stated actions were compared to unstated script ac

finally to other actions.

In another experiment, Bower, Black and Turner (19

subjects (Nw12) to study two sets of actions--one set c

actions for a script in logical order and second set

action items incorrectly arranged (independent variable

then asked the respondents to arrange a set of cards d

the actions in the original order (dependent measur

results were analyzed using ANOVA to determine whethe

misremember information to make it conform to the an

script.

Anderson and Pichert (1978) looked at the processin

directed social vents in another set of experime

10

13
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: meesure was level of processing based on information

rooted in the directives of the researcher. The

int variable was goal directed orocossing operationalized

g respondents to assume a given perspective. Students

ad a story about the behavior of twe boys while skipping

The action in the text was set in the home of one of the

biz passage contained information of interest to a

ve home buyer and a burglar. A total of 72 facts (or

s) were provided.

of the students were assigned to the

text from the perspective of a burglar

other half read it from the perspective

group asked to

(burglar schema)

of a home buyer

r schema). Then they wrote down all they could recall

e story. After distractor task the students were

ed to recall facts from the story but half of each group

to do so from the other perspective. The researchers

Lied the recalled facts from the differing perspective,

iitie whether or not processing was different depending

Perspective of the individual attempting to retrieve the

in. An ANOVA performed on the data suggested that

ins to take new perspective led subjects to invoke

it provided cues for processing of different categories

mformation.

t, Taylor. Etcoff fi Laufer (1979) explicitly instructed

mbjects (NeS0) to take the point-of-view of individuals

they provided. The researchers instructed the students

1 an occident from the point of view of the motorcyclist

11

or the cabbie involved in the mishap or from the perspe

spectator. The set of experiments were designed to t

based on visual point-of-view influences. The students

series of questions based on a text they had read

accident. The questions probed specific details such

of the events leading up to the accident. The stud

d responsibility for the accident to one of th.

involved. The recall and attribution data were each

separately.

The independent variable in this experiment

perspective of the person reading the text. The

measures were drawn from the answers to the open-ended

An ANOVA involving recall suggested that recall is enhal

on visual perspective and goal orientation. Of prime

this study is that people selectivly processed visual

all of the information was semantically equal. Each xi

instructed to read the text from particular point

Specific groups of people processed information in

manner based on point-of-view schesa invoked

researchers.

These experiments have tended to demonstrate tha

apparently conceptualize simple action-based routines iz

fashion. But what of more complex scripts? Can we i

fact that individual differences in people may cauz

variation based upon socio-cultural differences in peop]

It is this very point that Narkus addressed

pioneering work on individual differences in self

12

14 15
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1977; Markus & Smith, 1981). Markus hypcthesized that

ma will determine the type of self-judgments that are

that these judgments will vary in latency depending on

ence and content of self-schemata. She also predicted

ividuals with self-schemata (operationalized as highly

or independent) ahould find it easier to describe

behavior that is related to their schema and should be

r more certain about prediction of their behavior along

lsion than individuals utth an ill-defined sel': schema.

as (1977) demonstrated that people process information

Ly depending upon the degree to which particular

domain is salient. She used the term 'schematic' to

individuals with significant interest or knowledge in

r stimulus domcin. 'Aschematic' conversely refers to

Ls with little or no knowledge or interest in

r domain. The specific design and measurement

; utilized in this r eeeee ch are of little importance

researchers since design and measurement techniques

in the evaluation of self-schema are strikingly

from those employed in script analysis. But this work

.nguished because of the design and measurement

:ionsthat of individual differences--are clearly an

! concern to news and information providers.

is provided foundation upon which others have built.

Koeske (1983) propomad that knowledge possessed by

.n a given topical domain) is denser (they possess more

and concepts are better integrated) than knowledge

13

possessed by novices in that domain. Their work reflect

underpinning of schema theorythat 'experts' may be exp

draw on more schemata when processing information t

'novices.' It should be noted that use of the

iaschematic) and the expert (schematic) dichotomy is not

to imply that all people can be neatly categorized as on

the other. Categorization of people simply represents

on continuum, thereby establishing the variance essen

experimental research.

Fiske. Kinder and Larter (1983) suggest that

understanding depends vitally on past experience a

individuals will vary enormously in both the availab

schemata and how available schemata are used. The "po

involved should differ from the uninvolved in their proc .

information about politics; in the nature of schemata

to them, in the ease by which such schemata are invoked

facility with which such schemata are employed in in

processing." As such, assimilation of information $

facilitated if an individual is politically astute.

Fiske. Kinder and Larter (1983) designed s

experiments intended to evaluate specific differ,

political information processing. They assembled a

political *experts' and group of political 'novices

operationalized this concept by evaluating individual 1

political involvement Lein standard measures provided

Center for Political Studies at the University of Michig

researchers predicted that political experts and novic

14

17
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information consistent with their shared prior knowledge

It they hypothesized that the experts would also use

Lon inconsistent within the knowledge set provided. This

:ed by asking students (Ne82) to participate in a media

!he researchers prepared a text about Mauritius, a little

)untry in the Indian Ocean. The text vas laden with

tending toward democratic and communirtic forms of

M. The opening sentence of the text manipulated the

set by suggesting the country was communistic,

or neither (independent variable).

tudents were then askd to recall as many facts as

They also mad inferences about the country by

/ answer to questions not includod in the text. Amount

1 was measured by counting the facts recalled and

g the recall data to an ANOVA on knowledge (communist/

c/neither) by expertise (high/low) by information type

it/democratic). Inferences were analyzed using an ANOVA

edge set (communistic/democratic/neither) by expertise

O. The researchers also utilized a measure of

a clustering (Adjusted Ratio of Clustering) which

the manner in which like concepts cluster together.

relevance of all uf the individual difference studies

summarized (Fiske & Kinder, 1981, pg. 177).

"Through practice, experts acquire more-and
complexly organized knowledge. which includes

gies for dealing with particular domains.

knowledge structures-in our theoretical
ulary, schemata-encompass both declarative

edge (descriptions of attributes) and

dural knowledge (rules or strategies for the

f that knowledge)."

15
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These experiments suggest that people tend to con .

action based routines in a similar fashion based in ler'

cultural norms dictated by the society. Yet differil

roles (among other reasons) accounts for individual d.

in people. Thus schema measurement offers the oppor

assess the degree to which peopl share action based st,

Script analysis provides a pecific blueprint for essake;

intormation is assimilated asily for audience sari

aggregates. However, each topical domain must be

individually. This suggests that instead of simply

people on general information preferences such as featu:

versus political news, it is essential to dissect each

of news. Such an approach will inevitably involve co:

refinements of the measurement appronches that have her,

explored.

Folitical information will serve as an appropriati

point in this endeavor since some work in this area hal

commenced. The following, section will provide a

rationale for the selection of political information.

=NH& 22AIN IN POLITICAL =maim FROCESSINI

Scholars since Lippmann (1922) have proposed that

schemata in the course of news and information processi:

concern to media researchers is the assumption that pea):

opecific schemata when processing various types of i:

(politics. economics. sports. weather. etc.) suppl

media. Schema measurement hinges substantially

16
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ication and measurement of consensual schema usage among

e members.

litical information offers promise with regard to schema

sent for the following reasons.

Political schemata have been studied and
analyzed in the political science literature:
As such. suitable measurement models may be
applied in attempting to segment audiences
based on consensual schemata.

Proliferation of political information:
Political information seems an appropriate
starting point in analyzing the manner in
which information and consensual schemata
interact since political news and information
is presented with greater regularity than any
other type of information.

Litical information is all around us. Gans (1979. pg. 16)

that approximately 35% of all of the news, stories on

(network) news programs are political in nature. If other

illy t:angential types of news stories are included, the

rises to above 40%. A more recent content analysis

1985) suggests that 30% of the gtories on American

c) newscasts are primarily political and 53% deal

Lally with politics. The sheer volume of political

to which people are confronted on a daily basis makes it

il choice for thp study of applying schema theory to news

mutation processing.

Atical information provides an excellent opportunity for

ly of schema measurement for a variety of other reasons as

*st Americans remain rather indifferent to. and genrally

nformed about, much of what transpires in tbQ political

*spite the sheer volume of political information to which

17

20

the average person is exposed (Converse. 1975: Sears. 1969:

average peraon is extremely selective whern approaching the

of political information available (Graber. 1984). The pou

for obtaining political information is

average person's typical investment

expertise is relatively

Lippmann. 1922).

Hu while many

relatively high but

in developing pol:

low (Converse. 1975; Downa.

people may process relatively :

political information, political experts (Fiske. Kinder & LI

1983) apparently process and retain political information

relative ease. The political expert is believed to emp:

greater number of schemata in the course of infon

processing than does the novice. Politics allows the

assemblage of groups with widely divergent processing abil:

Graber (1984) is perhaps the first and quite possibl:

only researcher to thus far conceptualize the a.

significance of schema research for mass media scholars.

absence of trough full of literature in the CONaullic

concerning schema application, an illustration of its pot

utility based upon a recent event will be sketched.

President Aquino in the Philippines recently captured

and national attention by striking a chord rooted in human

and democracy. National and world attention quickly focused on t

island because it presumably activated related and well

schema--that of people taking charge of their liven.

Effectively striking a well defined communal schema ine

paves the way for transmission of information capable of

a collective chord among udience members thereby lead

enhanced audience loyalty and inc eeeee d size.

18
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SEAMPLES 2E SCRIPT HEASOREMENT APPROACHES

larch literature from the past decade clearly suggests

tople share stereotypical scripts. cultural norms, for

dictate the set protocol be employed in the course of

,ut at restaurant. These norms lead to shared conceptual

d typical action-based events or consensual script. But

tsearch does not to imply that scripts are identical or

tt between people. The restaurant script of a wealthy

may include tipping of the maitre d'--an attribute not

ily included in the Zining out script of the less well-

how ight media researchers utilize such research? A

of hypothetical examples will be provided intended to

an explanation of the potential applied significance of

easurement in media research.

pose the anchorman on the evening news reports that an

le accident has taken place. Mere mention of the

may prompt people to visualize the scene of an

le accident. Generic accident pictures based on prior

:e and stored in the mind will be summoned to create a

iccident script. More of the script may be filled in if a

le told that an antique Corvette and a school bus

And more still if the person knows that the accident

at the corner of Elm Street and Vine. But will the

ittend to information about the accident provided on the

news? The answer is yes if the information is schema

But if people share consensual schemata, what makes an

19

2

event schema-relevant for one person and schema-irre

another. The following example from political science

top clarify the picture (Converse, 1975. pg. 97).

EXAyPLE 1

"If an informed observer hears a surprising
policy statement in the news by the secretary of

defense, he may prick up his ears and pay close
attention. He related this information to what he
knows of recent policy, what he knows of the
secretary's rela'Aonship to the president, what he
knows of past positions the secretary may have
taken, and the like, since he is intensely
interested to detect even small reorientations of
national policy. In short, ho automatically
imports enormous amounts of prior information that
lends the new statement high intqrest.

The poorly informed person hearing the same
statement, finds it as dull as the rest of the
political news. He only dimly understands the role
of the secretary of defense and has no vivid image
grounded in past information as to the inclinations
of the current incumbent. His awareness of current
policy is sufficiently gross that he has not
expectation of detecting nuances of change. So the
whole statement is confronted with next-to-no past
information at all, hence is just more political
blather: in five minutes he probably will not
remember that he heard such a statement, much less
be able to reconstruct what was said.

This example clearly illustrates the range of

political schemata possessed by two different people.

to measure consensual schemata, it will be essential 1

schemata in a relatively large sample and then find 1

Lau developed his typology of schemata typically emi

political information processing from the electiot

carried out by the Center for Political Studies at the T.

of Michigan. This typology will serve as a tarting

political schema mear4rement since it offers the opport

evaluate several of the fundamental political concepts.
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exhaustive--indeed--more or fewer categories could be

However, it sssss to offer broad knowledge bands while

ng certain specific characteristics to each component of

ogy. The typology includes issues, political parties,

(politician) personality factors and ittributes

d with specific social groups. While information

and most people use each of these schemata at certain

t seems possible that people may use greater or lesser

f these schemata based upon individual differences such

ise. Consider this example.

MIMI
Suppose that 70% of the people who are exposed
olitical information through the television
media rely primarily on their 'politician'
in interpreting the information. And suppose

Ration suppliers typically invoke the 'issues'
Party' schema in the course of presenting the
nation.
Neither the audience nor the information
Ler derives maximum utility from the message
this scenario. Quite simply, the messages are
ited in a manner which is diffirult for the

Lty of the people to process. And the

attion upplier runs the risk of losing
ice members unable to process the information.

Ia measurement is essential to evaluate which schemata.

g hat extent these schemata, are used by members or

of the audience. Thus specification of shared schemata

awls is essential if media information suppliers

wish to provide information in a highly processable

:0 definable (presumably large) audience segment or

I of segments.

.1 testing of information processing is related to

ni recall. Social psychologists suggest that accurate

21

and abundant recall reflects efficient information proc

And the literature suggests that recall testing is an es

element of all script measurement. But heretofore, the sg

concerning recal: metsurement have been skirted. This a

remedied in the example to follow.

Hypothetical Example 21 Recall Testing

Consider this scenario. A group (Ne100) of individ

asked to view a television newscast with equivalent amou

the four types of political information identified by Lau

independent variable will be goal directed information pro

and the dependent measure will be absolute recall. Fiske.

and Larter (1983) have done work similar to the example be

EXAMPLE 2

Suppose a sample (Ple100) is divided into five
equal groups (Ne20 per jroup). They are asked to

view political stories embedded in newscast. A
total of 20 political facts is provided. (Five
facts for each of the four sch%eata are offered).

Group 1 is told they will be asked to recall
party information. Group 2 .ge told they will be
asked to recall camdidate (politician) personality
factors. Group 3 is told to recall issues

information. Group 4 is told they mill be Quizzed
on group information. Group 5 (control) is told
that they mill be asked to recall the information
in the newscast. Each subject views the newscast.

Each subject is then asked to recall tho
information they were directed to process. After
this task is complete, they will be asked to recall
each of the other categories of information.
Each response might then coded using the four-part
typology for political information (issues, groups
partial or politicians). The results will be
subjected to au ANOVA in which goal directed
processing may serve as the independent variable
and recall of information specific to the
categories will serve as the dependent measure.

22
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mthetical ANOVA table has been provided below. The data

:hat each group successfully performed the tank of

the specific information requested better than the

'ete types of information. However, the table also

that people tend to process group oriented information

mll 2.8) with relative ease and issue related

m (mean recall 1.6) comparatively poorly.

He may simply follow the path forged by Fiske, Kinder al

(1983) in measuring the processing abilities of specific

segments. Using political involvement, for example

criterion variable, news managers may study processing t4

of specific audiences.

Nvoothetical pamPle 2L Adjusted Katie 2f Clustering (ARC

IETICAL MEAN RECALL OF POLITICAL INFORMATION IN NEWSCAST
Knowledge Set

up Info. Mean

The secemd measure known as the adjusted ratio of cl

(ARC) method (Housfiald & Bousfield. 1966: Ostrom,

100) Type Party Cand. Issues Group Recall Simpson, 1981; Roenter. Thompson & Brown. 1971) inch

N/20) Party 2.8 1.6 1.2 2.8 2.1 deviation of clustering from levels based on chaace. C]
N/20) Cand. 2.1 2.8 1.3 2.7 2.2
N/20)
N/20)

Issue
Group

2.0
2.0

1.7
1.8

2.0
1.4

2.5
3.2

2.1
2.1

in free recall identifies the presence of aches

N/20) Control 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.6 2.1 demonstrating that items within similar categories

2.1 2.0 1.6 2.8 cluster. Conceptual clustering of concepts provides

mation yielded from this table may guide media

n managers on efficiently supplying information to the

It may also for example, alert media managers to the

y that people in a given market process information

issues poorly. Therefore, special attention may be

the manner in which issues are portrayed through the

rification and simplicity in presentation are essential

Lye message transmission.

results of the measurement approach above may provide

ployable guidance for programming based on consensual schemata for

il populace. However, this approach can be easily

!or specialized audiences. Suppose for example that a

decides to tailor the message for political elites.

23

that people do group thoughts and ideas--a major as

underlying the schema t_eory

Schema theory suggests that people cluster similar

as a strategy to organize social information. Supt

example that a group of subjects are read a list of mot

contains the names of animals randomly interspersed as

names of flowers. Researchers have found that the order

items are listed in free recall reflects their associa

organized memory. Specitically, subjects with well

animal and flower schemata will cluster the animals in c

of the recall sequence and flowers in another (Ostrom,

Simpson, 1981).

A number of indices for clustering of free recall h

24
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The relative advantages and disadvantages of many of

clustering methods have been outlined by Shuell (1969).

method--the Adjusted Ratio Clustering (ARC) technique--

lated highly (.90) with other measures (Ostrom. Pryor &

1981). For this reeson, it alone will be considered.

e derived from ARC measures represents the ratio of

category repetitions above chance to the total possible

repetitions above chance (Ostrom. Pryor and Simpson.

he following equation represents the theoretical ARC

; formula.

R-E(R)
ARC

Max R-E(R)

the total number of observed repetitions. (A repetition
is defined as occurring anytime two items from the same
conceptual category are reported c atiguously.)
the chance number of category repetitions.
the maximum number of category repetitions

employ this technique, adjacent pairs of items must be

Since the raw number of adjacent pairs is confounded

t recall of each type, the clustering scores have to be

for the number of pairs expected by chance (Fiske,

darter, 1983) which in turn is a function of the number

.n given topical domain.

me rel.sarcher was interested in demonstrating that

ms concepts clutter together. The following applied

/ be employed in conceptual cluster analysis.

2
Ri-(Mi f(N-1);k]

ARC.
2

(n-k)-(m 1(n-1)]

25
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where Ri observed number of pairs (issues)
mi total recall (issues)
N total recall (issues, politicians, party and
k number of categories 4

m maximum possible number of category repetition

The same formula will be used repeatedly for each

four concepts. The numbers generated will be summed scco

group end averaged. They will then be submitted to anoth

test in the following manner.

mein&
Suppose that two people with different levels

of political expertise are asked to watch a

television newscast which contains 1

political stories. And they are directed to pay

attention to information that concerns social

'groups.' The total number of facts provided for

each category of information (parties, groups,

issues and candidates) is five for total of 20

facts. The first person (Pa) recalls all of the

groups information contiguously and the clusters
related concepts in bunches. The second person

(Pb) recalls very little of the information and
none of the concepts are clustered contiguously.

Such that:

Pa AA.0140138018CCCCDDIIDD
Pb ABC)ABCD

where Pa the political "expert"
Pb the political "novice"

And A facts recalled concerning political "grou
e facts concerning political "parties"

C e facts concerning "politicians"
D e facts concerning "issues"

Using the formula provided, it is possible to
generate coefficient for clustering where perfect
clustering in this case would be .242 (as with Pa),
and poor recall with no clustering would
represent be -.35 (es with Pb). Clustering of 1.0
is possible only when single category stimulus is
invoked. When multiple categories are invoked, the
perfect score drops.

26
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emonstration of this techniques may help.

AAAAADBBCBBCCCCDDBDD

ject Pa clustered all of the A's (group concepts)

for a total of four pairs. This person recalled five

pup concepts). Total recall for A's (groups), B's

1, C's (politicians) and D's (issues) was 20. The number

mries is four (issues, parties, politicians and groups).

mum number of category repetitions for A's is four.

.efore:

. 4 2

5 4-[5 f(20-1)!4] 3.67
. 20 ARC= =.242
4 2 15.15
4 (20-4)-[41(20-1))

HYPOTHETICAL CLUSTERING OF POLITICAL CONCEPTS
Knowledge Set

wledge Info. Mean
el Type Party Cand. Issues: Group 1 Cluster

1

pert Party .21 .14 .17 1 .18 .18
a) Cand. .18 .22 .21 1 .19 I .20

Issue .08 .14 .23 1 .20 .16
Group .12 .17 .19 : .24 1 .18

1

vice Party -.26 -.23 -.30 1 -.35 -.29
b) Cand. -.30 -.28 -.19 1 -.35 -.28

Issue -.26 -.24 -.05 : -.35 -.23
Group -.34 -.07 -.05 1 -.35 -.20

Dual inspection of blustering table offers evidence that

lement and corraborate the recall table demonstrated

Specifically, the individual with the well developed

schemata (expert = Pa) clustered facts related to the

of political information better than novicea. Such a

luld be of little surprise. However, by combining and

the cluster scores of all of the individuals it is

27
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possible to predict which components of the informatiol

most easily processed by the greatest number of

Furthermore, as with the recall example, informatio)

programmed for specific segments by grouping politica:

and novices separately.

It should be noted that the largest possible coeff:

any category in t..s example is .24. By adding i

cluster scores together, it is possible to obtain ar

picture of total clustering. And of course, a perfect

clustering in all categories would yield a 1.0. In sc

where clustering and recall are extremely poor, the cc

can go below -1.0. This instance is illustrated ebb

example, summing the group scores above will yield -1.

suggests that positive and negative scores do not have

the same meaning. However, Ostrom, Pryor and Simpson (1

that negative scores larger than -1.0 are the exceptio

than the rule.

It should also be noted that the ARC formula i

tests recall as it tests clustering. Recall is a pre

for any form of clustering. Concepts cannot be clustere

cannot be recalled. Thus the recall and clustering tabl

tend to reflect the same sorts of trends-although di

are not uncommon. But taken together, they are as

reflect the presence of an action schema or script.

28
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1.1.1 Pxample 21 Inferential. testing

third approach involves evaluation of inferential

es. Typical inferential tests involve asking members

ject pool to infer from information not provided in the

set. The following example should facilitate an

ing of this approach.

EXAMPLE 5

ieke. Kinder and Laster (1983) examined
dge-based strategies in political cognition
unction of expertise.
tudent subjects were divided into experts and

based upon measures of political
ement developed by the University of
an's Center for Political Studies for use in
nationel surveys.
ubjects read description of previously
n third world country (Mauritius) after being
that it was communist, democratic or
ified. Concepts typically associated with
n cies and communistic forms of government
interspersed throughout the article. An
e of democratic concept was "An open and
press keeps Mauritian citizens informed about
al events and what is going on in
pent." An example of a comLunist concept is
tians generally do not speak out in
tion to the government." Subjects were not
mkt Maritius is actually a British Island in
lion Ocean.
le subjects in this experiment were then
to make inferences about Mauritius. They were
questions like "How easy or difficult do you
it would be for a citizen to emigrate from
Lus?" Note that none of the inference
ms were directly addressed in the text. all
is were provided on anchored 9-point scales.
to sum of these mentions was submitted to an
.s of Variance (ANOVA) on expertise
.ow) by description (communist/democrat).
Ma suggest that novice or low-involvement
:s made inferences that were more consistent
Ile set (or label) provided, while experts
terences more influenced by inconsistencies
description.

Mudy conducted by Fiske. Kinder & Laster (1983)

29
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suggests that the political novices simply begen the fon

schemata based on the facts provided and the label given

text. The political elites conversely used d:

information and inconsistencies in formulating responsi

results suggest that differences

available schemata, exist in

information.

in processing, bi

the course of p1

RELIABILITY AH2 VALIDITY

Reliability concerns are paramount with regard to I

measurement since this research area has only recently

and is therefore comparatively unexplored. It has bell

that schemata cannot be directly measured and that re:

must often rely on indirect measures such as recall exami

clustering in free recall (ARC), and inferential testing.

also been pointed out in the literature review ths

measures have recently been used concurrently to cross-cl

other.

Multiple indicators are typically used to ss

reliability of the schema measures obtained. Several

taken concurrently reflecting similar patterns of process

believed to validate each other. Social science rest

gerarally trusted only when several measures demonstrate

.specially when the Zocus of t.le research is in relati

or unexplored measurement domain (Simon & Burnstein.

Schema researchers have used several techniques to get

30
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on of these organized knowledge structures. But the

asure that permeates virtually all of the literature on

enurement is that of recall testing.

testing has been employed in most of the studies during the oast

nderson & Fichert. 1978: Bower. Black & Turner. 1979:

Evans & Fulero, 1978: Fiske, Kinder & Larter. 1983:

aylor. Etcoff & Laufer. 1979: O'Sullivan & Durso. 1984;

& Cantor. 1978). Bmt recall testing alone cannot be

a reliable measure of schema presence or

tion. Hence inferential testing and clustering

s have thus been employed to buttress the argument that

Elects the knowledge contained within a schema.

e arly work in script measurement (Bower. Black & Turner.

Led almost exclusively on recall testing. More recent

tended to include all three techniques (Fiske. Kinder &

L983). It should be noted that these two studies cited

'eared in journals within a four year span and that new

2t approaches will likely continue to emerge for the

o future. But it is imposkible at this point to a sssss

degree of certainty whether any of these approaches is

sperior to aw other. These measurement approaches are

It neither meta-analyses nor Monte Carlo studies have as

oven conducted to assess the relative worth of these

:he absence of formal studies of schema validity upon

!raw, the measurement approaches will be critiqued in a

re fashion utilizing the formal definitions for "content

31

validity, criterion related validity and construct

(Zeller & Carmine.. 1980).

Content or face validity is a system of using logic.

sense and previous work in the interest of specifyir

variables represent an abstract concept. Schema theory

the assumption that a script serves as the central Pt

model for any given sequence of events encountered

individual. Individuals with well developed schemata in

domain will logically recall new information in that

better then others with poorly developed schemata. Rec

serves as the dependent measure. Schema theory suggests

information can be more easily assimilated when a

schema is available. Ttis proposition seems plausible

probable from common sense standpoint.

A person will also logically infer more from a

information if he posscsses a well developed schen

individual simply has a greater 4nowledge base upon whict

and will find it easier to find parallel situations it

which serve as

individuals well

cluster related

model for current incoming informatic

versed in a given topical domain will ]

concepts when asked to do so based upe

enhanced appreciation of the boundaries for a given conci

professional baseball player will be able to cluster a:

league teams. The less interested observer may include

football teams in thu list and fail to include several

teams.

Criterion related validity is established when the

32
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scale and a variable can be reasonably gauged. It is

ree to which an operational definition categorizes

in the same way as a well-accepted (or criterion)

It does. Cri-Arion validity iP normally gauged through

>f a correlation cnefficient to determine the degree cf

sn between tha new measurement and the criterion

[Phillips, 1985). Criterion validity may come into play

sa measurement especially in development of the

it instrument and during the coding of open-ended

st measures typically ask people to recall tacts based

cnowledge set provided by the researcher. Coders must

the responses to assess the degree to which people

or grouped certain conceptual items. If the sorting

; are too similar, for example. coders may fail to sort

uses in a similar fashion. High intercoder reliability

.es appropriate analysis of the data. Criterion

refers to highly specific elements of the research

ither thisn the broad concepts assessed in the area of

face validity. If an experimert is set up in a manner

people comprehend and perform a given task properly and

is analyzed uch that agreement is strong; between

en criterion validity is high.

ardized tests uch as the Graduate Record Exams (GR11)

predict the ability of an individual to perform in

school reasonably well. Tests of schema presence may

serve a imilar predictive function by providing

33
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guidance for information providers on shared pl

abilities. But standardized tests

had the luxury of time which has

reasonable certainty. Coding of

such a GRE examinatic

proven their validl

these tests is dons

unambiguous fashion in which a correct (or incorrect) ret

selectPd from several possible nswtrs.

Unlike the GRE tests, schema measurement tests

limited rysearch tradition upon which to draw. 1

especially vulnerable with regard to criterion

Concerning schema measurement the stimulns or knowledge

ideplly be provided to all respondents under similar coy

Each experimental subject must understand the directions

by the experimentor. Bnt it is not essential that the

messages be comprended equally by each subject. It is

these differences in comprehension and retrieval tl

ultimately serve as evidence of schema presence (or

presence). Hence criterion validity hinges vital:

intercoder agreement, development of an unambiguos

collection inctrument and clear articulation of the ti

Performed.

Schema measurement is a new frontier for communica1

social cogniticn researchers. One may certainly make 1

that schemata do not exist--taet the variables measure;

reflect memory or chance clustering. But this argi

precisely the reason that measurement approaches si

explored. And it is this criticism that leads logically

domain of construct validity.
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struct validity is present if the researcher can

ate that a scale measuring an abstract concept is related

r scales. Construct validity typically begins with a

is on how a set of ideas or concepts may be related.

ist then be developed to measure the concepts. Results

it with predictions tend to suggest that construct

is present.

is precisely this point which has been addressed by

ers during the past three years. Scholars of cognition

Fiske. Kinder and Larter (1983) have provided several

on the same responses to demonstrate that the results

me may argue that clustering of concepts is hopelessly

I with recall of facts since facts must be recalled

tey can be clustered. But the cluster scores obtained

* ARC measures will be considerably lower

1 recalls a great deal but fails to cluster

The scales used to measure scripts including

if the

related

recall,

and clustering have tended to yield the anticipated

*sect on formal hypOtheses. Agreement between scales, or

tending in the same direction suggest that the schema

ossesses construct validity when proper measurement

s are employed.

erforming experiments, researchers must be aver mindful

ems associated with internal and external validity.

validity is the basic minimum without which any

t is uninterpretable (Campbell 4 Stanley. 1966).

to the concept of internal validity is the question of

35

whether or not measurement is able to determine

experimental manipulation made a difference in a

instance. The research described in this report del

clearly that people share consensual schemata and that :

differences account for variatlon in schemata um

availability.

/nternal validity is rarely a problem in properly

experimental research characterized as a posttest-only

group design. Campbell and Stanley note that all of tk

associated with internal validity (history. maturation.

instrumentation, regression, selection and mortality)

controlled in this design. It is in the domain of

validity that this design is called into question.

External validity pertains to the generalizability

results of an experiment or to "what populations.

treatment variables and measurement variables can this e

generalized (Campbell 4 Stanley. 1966)." Virtually al

work on schema measurement has been conducted in the 1

using stimulus materials specifically designed to

schemata. More experiments demonstrating 'real

applications of schemata will help this construct mov

formal acceptance.

The specific threat to external validity centers

types of experiments which have been carried out. Poo

typically been tested on consensually shared scripts of

nature such as ordering a meal in restaurant. Or t

recall of facts pertaining to broad generic concepts ba

36
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concept such as democracy or communism. But do people

employ scripts in the processing of day day news

on? Do people employ different types of schemata in the

f processing specific types ol! information provided by

media?

avoid ending on a string of Questions, it must be

red that the external validity of these measures is in

ft hers have done little to ssssss the degree to

qple employ scripts in the course of processing news and

)n. viewing a newscast with information concerning the

response to Libyan rocket fire over the Gulf of Sidra

y cause an individual to summon schemata different from

t may be employed in the course of processing a passage

and of Mauritius.

the time is right to begin ing the degree to

e measures may be considered externally valid. And the

followed in this regard involves using 'real' news and

n for stimulus materials rather than hypothetical

The measurement approaches discussed will serve as a

for more elaborate approaches. The schema concept

I some ripeningand measurement approaches will aid in

But as Fiske and Linville (1980, pg. 553) note, "the

:-headed overall view of the schema concept--or of any

imer--is to let thousand conceptual flowers bloom."
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